
Memo to File 

Policy change regarding 

The Use of Coupled Trainsets for Operation 

September 15, 2016 

The Authority has been carrying the use of coupled trainsets as part of its design 

criteria since at least the 2008 Business Plan. Any justification beyond maximizing 

capacity has not been documented. During the Environmental evaluation process 

in both Northern California and Southern California significant impacts were 

identified directly attributed to the coupled trainset configuration. The 

Authority's design requirement for a trainset is a maximum length of 205 meters 

(673ft.), with 450 seats per train. Therefore, infrastructure for a coupled set of 

trains would be 410 meters (1410ft). Impacts were identified at 4th and King, 

Millbrae, San Jose, downtown Gilroy station location, Bakersfield and LA Union 

Station. 

A team was assembled to review the policy and determine if adjustments could 

be made or mitigated, without negative impacts to the long term requirements of 

the operation to offset the environmental concerns. The team reviewed Revenue 

and Ridership modelling, O&M modelling, Capital Construction costs associated 

with the 1410ft requirement, train configurations available internationally at the 

time and experience of coupled trainsets use internationally. 

Revenue and Ridership 

Attached is the Revenue and Ridership analysis developed from the Authority's 

travel demand forecasting model and additional assumptions for purposes of this 

analysis. The analysis showed that throughout the HSR dedicated system (LA to 

San Jose) the design capacity of 12 trains per hour per direction can fully support 

all projected ridership with single trainsets of 450 seats per train. The analysis 

showed in the commuter portions of the blended systems during peak seasonal 



periods and peak time periods that some capacity constraints occurred, especially 

in the LA to Anaheim segment. The analysis determined that a variety of 

mechanisms could mitigate the capacity constraints, including: 

• Additional seating of 150 seats. 

• Proactive capacity management, such as scheduling adjustments. 

• Other passenger demand management options, such as fare policies, which 

were not considered in this analysis. In previous analyses, however, 

increasing fares produced net neutral revenue results with an approximate 

15% to 30% decreases in ridership. 

• Additionally, the model was run with the 2016 Business Plan assumption of 

3 trains per hour per direction from LA to Anaheim, which could be 

increased to 4 trains per hour to relieve peak demand. 

Trainset- Incremental length 

The team looked at trainset configurations available around the world to 

determine what flexibility was available if an incremental approach were to be 

used for trainset length (e.g. starting with 205 meters and over time expanding 

the train length and seating capacity beyond 450) Attached is the report showing 

this analysis. The report showed a significant variety of train lengths and seating 

capacity being manufactured across the globe, which could allow for either 

expanding the initial trainsets by adding additional cars or at the appropriate time 

purchasing new trainsets with additional seating capacity to meet the need of the 

operation (some countries have used bi-level high-speed trains to address 

additional seating needs and in the future trainset manufacturers could have bi

level trainsets capable of operating at 220 mph).:. 



Infrastructure 

The infrastructure team evaluated cost reductions associated with reduced 

platform requirements. The impacts were directly related to both at-grade and 

elevated stations. LAUS is built over the existing station building and is planning 

for expansion. The shorter platform would eliminate impacts to Metro's Gold 

Line. Reducing Millbrae station footprint saved the requirement to take a 

sensitive property (nursing home), alignment improvements and right-of-way 

reductions at Diridon, San Jose station and downtown Gilroy station can be 

achieved with the shorter platform length. In addition, by reducing the train 

configuration to one trainset, significant power demand requirements were 

eliminated. This directly reduced the need for one substation south of Bakersfield 

(saving $30 to $50 M in construction costs) and reduced the "upstream utility 

requirements" of up to $1Billion (PG&E had estimated upstream upgrades in 

excess of $600M.) 

Although the project is not progressed sufficiently in SCE's territory to determine 

their upstream estimatesL it is the opinion of the teamL that they would be in line 

with the PG&E requirements. The capital cost savings for the platforms and 

related areas associated with the reduction from 1410ft. for a double trainset to a 

single trainset was estimated at $600M for Phase I (estimate attached). In 

addition, the Authority had received notice from LA Metro that the 1410ft 

platform requirement at LAUS was causing significant increases to their LAUS 

"SCRIP" and Station Project, estimating the Authority's portion of the increase in 

excess of $1 Billion directly related to the platform length. Potential savings and 

cost avoidance for the infrastructure portion of the system if constructed for 

single train lengths would be between $1 and $2 Billion. 



Operation and Maintenance 

Maintaining approximately half of the platform lengths both at-grade and aerial 

has long term savings benefits with significant benefits at time of recapitalization. 

Actual savings were not developed but, the team was comfortable that it 

appeared intuitive that significant benefits rested in reducing the amount of 

infrastructure to maintain and reconstruct. 

One of the operational concerns with the coupled trainset approach was the 

distance that customers, especially, handicapped, elderly and children would have 

to walk from one end of the platform to the station facilities. The distance just to 

the station facility depending on the alignment of the platform to the station 

could be in excess of a quarter of a mile. By reducing this to a single trainset that 

distance was significantly reduced with improved passenger flow and addresses a 

concern with that segment of the customers. 

The reduction to single trainset had significant benefits to power demand 

requirements. Although total power consumption would remain about the same, 

the power demand portion of the rate structure would see significant reductions. 

Thereby reducing O&M costs for power and reducing renewable energy 

requirements by 1~5%. 

Associated crew costs for running single trains versus coupled trains are about the 

same as conductors/assistant conductors need to cover each train whether 

coupled or running independent of each other. 

World Experience 

Review of systems around the world using coupled trainsets in operation found a 

limited number of operators using coupled trainsets. Presently only one line in 

Japan and a few in Europe use this approach to mitigate capacity and the 

preponderance of the justification is to get through congested urban areas where 

train slots are at a premium and the trains are normally split to head to different 

destination!.s. 



Mitigation strategies 

(Attached revised Design Standards) 

The team then looked at mitigation strategies to address variations in actual 

passenger demand versus our modeling results and long term strategies to ensure 

the system is constructed and operated for the SO to 100 year outlook. The team 

found a layered approach to increasing capacity in the system if ever needed 

which included: 

1. Build our infrastructure sufficiently large enough to expand our trainset 

length from 673ft to be able to add equivalent of two additional cars. Based 

on the train manufactured today, a length of 800ft platform with a clear 

spacing from CP to CP of 9SO ft. will provide for approximately 110 

additional seats per train. The team recommended our standard be 

changed to build a 800ft. long platform at HSR Stations and in blended 

stations, equal to property owners requirements, but not less than 800ft. 

All maintenance facilities would be sized to accommodate a ten car train. 

2. The operation could be divided into 3 ticket classes- 1 for first class, 2 for 

business class and 3 for unreserved class. Due to the wide body 

requirement of our trainsets, unreserved seating could accommodate 3/2 

seating further increasing seating by 40 to SO additional seats per train. 

3. Bi-level trains could be purchased further increasing seating capacity. All of 

our tunnels and infrastructure is being constructed to meet a High-speed 

bi-level train dynamic envelope. 

4. The one area that was of concern for long term capacity was the LA to 

Anaheim segment. In order to mitigate that area, the infrastructure will be 

constructed to accommodate 4 trains per hour per direction in lieu of the 

2016 Business Plan assumption of 3 trains per hour per direction. This has 

been shown to fully mitigate the capacity concern in this segment. 



5. Capacity/Time ticket pricing planned to be used by the Authority will be 

similar to what is currently used by Airlines, Amtrak and International High

speed rail systems which will adjust capacity constraints through ticket 

pricing. 



INTERNAL WORKING DRAFT- FOR DISCUSSION 

~ S!~!~~~~!ri~ 
Double Trainset Analysis 

Demand Scenarios and Results 

August 2016 
CONFIDENTIAL 



Objective and Process 

Objective 

~ The goal of the analysis was using available travel demand data and reasonable assumptions to 
evaluate whether the system would require double trainsets or if demand could be 
accommodated using single consist trains. 

~ Since the demand forecasts are average daily figures, a variety of assumptions had to be made to 
evaluate load factors on a more granular basis. 

Process 

1. Created a demand model post-processor to test scenarios around seasonality, load factors, 
illustrative service plans, and seat configurations. 

2. Conducted research and analysis to develop reasonable sets of assumptions for different 
scenarios. 

3. Ran the model to evaluate where capacity on the system would be exceeded. 

Caveat: This analysis includes a number of assumptions that are reasonable but are not based on 
extensive demand analysis or the CS model. All outputs reflect preliminary analysis. 

~CALIFORNIA 
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Variables Tested 

High and Medium Demand 
Forecasts 

Capacity constraints 

Train seating capacity 

Seasonality between months 

CS model output 

Rail team 

Rail team 

Highway, CVR, and air data 
in California 

High scenario (75th percentile) is 
-30% higher than medium 

4tph between SF and SJ, 3/4tph 
between LA and Anaheim. 12tph 
elsewhere 

450 seats on a 200m train for 
base scenario; 600 seats assumed 
for high scenario 

See appendix 

Distribution of riders by day of Highway, CVR, and air data See appendix 
the week in California 

Distribution of riders by 
peak/off-peak and peak hour 

CS model output and 
BART data (as a sensitivity) 

40% of riders in the peak based 
on CS model, I I % of riders in the 
peak hour based on BART data 
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Summary of Scenarios Tested 

Base Demand 

High Demand 

Increased Capacity 

Commuter Style Peak 

High Demand + Increased 
Capacity 

High Demand + Commuter Style 
Peak 

Medium demand, base capacity constraints, 
applied seasonality, 40% peak period demand 

High demand, base capacity constraints, 
applied seasonality, 40% peak period demand 

Medium demand, high capacity constraints**, 
applied seasonality, 40% peak period demand 

Medium demand, base capacity constraints, 
applied seasonality, I I% peak hour demand 

High demand, high capacity constraints, 
applied seasonality, 40% peak period demand 

High demand, base capacity constraints, 
applied seasonality, I I% peak hour demand 

High Demand + Increased High demand, high capacity constraints, 
Capacity + Commuter Style Peak applied seasonality, I I% peak hour demand 

*Without using double trainsets 
**600 seats per trainset and 4 trains per hour between LA and Anaheim (3tph assumed in base capacity constraints) 

~CALIFORNIA 
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Summary of Results 

~ Under no scenario would the core of the system require more than 12 trains per hour before 2040 

~ The capacity constraints on the bookends drive most of the need for longer trainsets 

Demand between LA and Anaheim requires more than 3tph in most scenarios during peak days and 
months 

- The capacity constraints on the Peninsula quickly become issues if demand projections exceed our 
medium forecasts and/or base peaking factors 

~ Longer trains could alleviate capacity constraints as scenarios tested with an additional ISO seats per 
train set generally accommodates demand scenarios 

~ Commuter-style peak hour demand on HSR service would require proactive capacity management, 
including scheduling adjustments, fare policies, etc. 

~ Other options to manage passenger demand, such as fare policies, were not evaluated in this analysis. In 
a previous analysis, increasing fares produced net neutral revenue results with a -IS% - 30% decrease in 
ridership. Once an operator is selected, these tools should be considered in future capacity management 
analyses. 

Bottom Line: Double trainsets would only be needed to serve capacity-constrained Bookend 
corridors and only then if other measures were not applied to increase capacity or manage 
demand. 
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Seasonality Assumptions 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Average 0.92 0.91 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.07 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.96 

Sunday 0.85 0.78 0.77 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.91 0.83 0.85 0.84 0.82 

Monday 1.03 0.95 0.94 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.01 1.03 1.02 0.99 

Tuesday 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.99 1.02 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.07 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.96 

Wednesday 1.03 0.95 0.94 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.01 1.03 1.02 0.99 

Thursday 1.09 1.00 0.99 1.08 1.1 I 1.13 1.13 1.17 1.17 1.07 1.09 1.08 1.05 

Friday 1.21 1.1 I 1.10 1.20 1.23 1.26 1.26 1.29 1.29 1.19 1.21 1.20 1.16 

Saturday 0.80 0.74 0.73 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.86 0.78 0.80 0.79 0.77 
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BOMBAROTER ZEFIRO 

General Train Description 

The train is bU up using tt1ee types of cars: 

Motorized end cars (Me) 

Intermediate trailer cars wilh pantograph (Tp) & Mhout pantograph (T) 

Intermediate motorized cars (M) 
These cars are combined to create two train base unl1s, as follows: 

Version for 250 llmJh : Version for 300 kmlh 

Train unit 1: Mc1- Tp1-T1-M1 

Train Wllt 2: Mc2-Tp2-T2-T3 Mc2-Tp2-T2-M2 

ITwo base units bm a fixed B-ears train set I 

Each train base unit has its own complete system for propulsion, 400 V AC auxiliafy supply and 11 OV battery 

The high voltage supply is connected between the lrtlln base units; one pantogmph at a time feeds atllhe mo51 
tronsfomlenl in an ZEFIRO EMU. 



POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS • KAWASAKI 

Kawasaki's efSET trainset was designed on a modular two-coach base unit. 
Potentially, a trainset with a length of = 833 ft. (1 0-coach) or = 1,000 ft. (12 
coach) could be developed. 

Kawasaki has advised that a 6-coach trainset could also be developed to 
introduce the train set to a new market as ridership is being developed. It is 
important to note that a train set comprised of 6 coaches would not meet the 
specified performance in mountainous regions due to a lesser amount of 
traction power I tractive effort. 

Typical Train Formation 
(variable to operator's requirements) 

1~IT~~fl'!l1l B1l B8ij WIJ \~[1i"EI~-9lrtJIT!JlTIHI:tfll fJ1j mllmi~ :fl!+j _!.f!J!tftf::f~g I t-:aJJi"-,-fli~ EHHHIU!f!J~ ~~-V~":_). 
lf& a.mrm.11n ::r.LDllMUJlfHilliYllillB ' fEitltmtaJ3Jumr.u.ut~ ,- L '~IL.Jua"JU~lleruJJllil; ~ ;;_~-=-~t.b'"' ..... 

Mlk-5 M2-6 Mls-7 Tc-8 

(rj":--""7~ CJ ~~Dc:;-~~1lpJ~~~~~~~;.:Jr;;:.:- u - 1c. .;j- ~ lf~~;_;-;~;_, ~,~-~~-K1 i~uo ;ro ·:J~-~~~~·"7,;=c:JcJ~tS~-:'~~...._ 
~~~- - -~~£ia-!ms=:::- ·_·-- . ·4!!1-~· ... p.,S::P.t::turt·:&~r.:r.-:....:.....- ------, ~- .M • .. -*·9:~~~~~~-·- -f!?-!~ ... r:~. ' 



POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS · SIEMENS 

Siemens' Velaro RUS trainset was designed as a 10-coach 
train set with a length of == 820 ft. It is important to note that the 
Velaro RUS trainset was designed for 155 mph operation, and 
therefore would require modifications to the existing service
proven design. 

Converter car Reactor car 

Driven axles (traction and electric brake) 
2 wheel-mounted brake disks per axle 

~ Non-driven axles 
3 axle-mounted brake disks per axle 

DC Transformer car AC Converter car 

Transformer 

Braking resistor 

BattE!ry and battery charger 

Battery car 

Pantograph 

Dual power pack 

Power pack 







~CALIFORNIA v H"ogh·Speed Rail Authority 

To: Regional Managers/Regional.tmgmteeJrs. 

From: Robert Ball, Technical Director 

770 L Street, Suite 700 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

916-384-9521 
Fax: 916-553-0042 

CC: Gary Griggs, Frank Vacca, Scott Jarvis, Ben Tnpousis, Diana Gomez, Michelle Boehm, Lisa 
Marie Alley, Boris Lipkin, Thierry Prate, Melissa Dumond, Mark McLoughlin, Lisa Nungesser, 
Ofelia Alcantara, Bruce Armistead, John Popoff, Simon Whitehorn, Dominque Rulens, HSR 
Environmental & Engineering Team Task Leads 

Date: September 7, 2016 

Subject: Notice to Designers No. 13 - Station Platform and Track Layout 

Purpose: 
This memorandum establishes the revised guidelines for the HSR program to follow in the Planning, 
Environmental and Preliminary Engineering Design phase with respect to station tracks and platform lengths. 
Implementation of this change will also consider the following elements and will be evaluated by the HSR 
Engineering, Rail & Operations groups: 

• Ridership (total & during rush-hour)- Evaluated by Authority in making this decision 
• Revenue -Evaluated by Authority in making this decision. 
• Operation of Coupled Trainsets 
• Traction Power Supply 
• Phase Break Length & Pantograph Spacing 
• Train Control Safe Breaking & Block Size 
• Tunnel Cross Sections (aerodynamic effects & health criteria) 
• Tunnel Portals - Length of Evacuation Area 
• Mol Facilities- Track Length 
• MoE Facilities -Track Length 
• Number of Trainsets 

Background: 
These guidelines are the result of the Authority's decision to operate a single trainset configuration up to a 1 0 car 
consist berthed at a station platform, instead of a double trainset configuration, per email from Frank Vacca to 
Robert Ball dated August 29, 2016. 

This Notice to Designer rectifies the following: 
• TM 2.1.3 Turnouts and Station Tracks, Rev. 0 
• TM 2.2.4 Station Platform Geometric Design, Rev. 0 
• NTD No. 10 R1 Special Track Work: Crossover and Turnouts; Tunnel Cross Section Reduction 

Guidelines: 

1. Modify the Usable Platform Length from 1,410 feet to 800 feet. Minimum and Exceptional values are 
omitted. 

2. The station platform track between entry turnout and the exit turnout along the main track shall have a 2,750 
foot minimum length centered symmetrically on the midpoint of the station platform. 

3. Modify refuge track or storage track length from 1,650 feet to 900 feet clear length. 
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770 L Street, Suite 700 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

916-384-9521 

Fax: 916-553-0042 
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These guidelines are not applicable for joint facility stations (e.g. 4
th
 and King or LAUS) where the platform 

length should be the same as the other rail operators in the facility, but not shorter than 800 ft.   

 

The regional teams shall evaluate this modification to environmental footprints in platform length and review 

potential impacts to Record of Decision (ROD) schedules. Further definition of this change will follow.     

 

See attached NTD 013-001 that supersedes NTD 010-002. 
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DATE: 08/31/2016 

SEE NOTE 4 

745' 

I~ 

----------

STATION PLATFORM 
!l 

I 
2750' 

800' 

1-
75' m I 

PLATFORM 

I 
I 

I 

I PLATFORM I 

1375' l 1375' 

745' 

---------------- I. 

STATION PLATFORM AND TRACK LAYOUT 
INTERMEDIATE STATION WITH HIGH-SPEED TURNOUTS 

SEE NOTE 4 .I 

NOTES: 
1. 60 MPH DESIGN SPEED FOR STATION TRACK TURNOUTS. 

2. PROVIDE TWO REFUGE OR STORAGE TRACKS, EACH 900' 
MINIMIM. THE REFUGE OR STORAGE TRACK CAN BE 
LOCATED IN ANY QUADRANT OF THE STATION. EACH 900' 
REFUGE OR STORAGE TRACK IS PROVISIONAL WITH 50' 
SPACE FOR BUMPING POST AND SAFETY BUFFER ZONE 
AND 50' SPACE FOR RESCUE VEHICLES. 

3. PROVIDE UNIVERSAL CROSSOVERS BETWEEN MAIN TRACKS 
AT EACH SIDE OF STATION TRACKS. 

4. FOR POINT OF SWITCH SPACING, SEE NTD 10 "SPACING 
BETWEEN CROSSOVERS AND TURNOUT" DRAWING. 

I . 
SEE NOTE 4 

.I 

---- ----UNIVERSAL 
CROSSOVER ( TYP) 

(SEE NOTE 3) 

~REFUGE OR STORAGE TRACK WITH 
900' CLEAR LENGTH. PLACEMENT 
BASED ON LOCAL CONDITIONS 
(SEE NOTE 2) 

(NOT APPLICABLE TO JOINT FACILITY AT LAUS AND 4TH/KING STATIONS) 

NO SCALE 

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PRO.JECT 
NOTICE TO DESIGNERS 

INTERMEDIATE STATION WITH HIGH-SPEED TURNOUTS 
NTD-013-001 



DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

CC: 

SUBJECT: 

09/06/2016 

Hugo Mejia 

Robert Ball 

Memorandum 

Gary Griggs, Frank Vacca, Ofelia Alcantara, Bruce Armistead, Brian Sutliff, Joe 
Cazares, Dane Hudson, Riadh Kharialla, PY Lin, Robb Wood, John Lee 

Design Build Directive 

Design Build Contract(s): CP 1 

0007 RDP Directive No.: 

Directive Title: Station Platform and Track Layout 

Purpose of Directive 

The Authority has decided that it will operate a single trainset configuration (up to 10 cars), instead of a 
double trainset configuration; therefore, the station tracks and platform lengths within the station areas 
have been modified. Each CP management team should evaluate this change based on design & 
construction progress and determine the potential benefits/impacts of this platform modification. Follow
on track and systems and station contracts will be based on 800 ft. platform length. 

See changes in design criteria below. I 

HSR Engineering Team's Recommended Directive Language (See Below) 

1. Modify Design Criteria M anual, Section 14.3.2.1.A Platfom1 Geometry Length 

(Page 14-13, Lines 2 to 4) : 

From: 

The usable length of a platform along which a HST will stop shall be: 

• Desirable - 1,410 feet 

• Minimum - 1,370 feet 

To: 

The usable length of a platfonn along which a HST will stop shall be 800 feet. 

770 L Street, Suite 1160, Sacramento, CA 95814 • T: (916) 324-1541 • F: (916) 322-0827 • www.hsr.ca.gov 



.. 

2. Add the following to Design Criteria Manual, Section 4.13 Track Layout along Station Platforms 

(Page 4-18, after Line 26): 

New: 

The station platform track between the entry turnout and the exit turnout along 
the main track shall have a 2,750 foot minimum length centered symmetrically 
on the midpoint of the station platform. 

3. Modify Design Criteria Manual, Section 4.13 Track Layout along Station Platforms 

(Page 4-20, Lines 1 to 2): 

From: 

To: 

The turnouts for storage and refuge tracks at passenger stations will depend upon 
the operational requirements. 

The turnouts for storage and refuge tracks at passenger stations will depend upon 
the operational requirements. The refuge tracks shall be 900 feet minimum 
measured from the clear point to accommodate a single trainset 
configuration. 



August 24, 2016 
REDUCTION IN LENGTH OF STATION PLATFORMS 

1. 4th & King Station 

• Proposed HSR platforms are entirely within Caltrain property 
o Possibly saving two Caltrain lead tracks and 5 storage tracks within existing 

yard 

2. Millbrae Station 

• Reduction in property takes on west side of station only. East side is constrained by 
existing BART tracks 

• Reduces ROW impacts by 5-10 properties. 
o Center island configuration works best at Millbrae to limit property impacts 

3. Diridon Station 

• Aerial station appears to be the most likely alternative 
o Reduces overall aerial structure footprint at approaches to station 

4. East Gilroy Station 

• The proposed station location is in a Greenfield area and is not critically constrained 
o Reduces overall station footprint and ROW impacts 

5. Downtown Gilroy Station 

• The proposed station will either be on a low aerial viaduct or elevated berm 
o Reduces overall station footprint and ROW impacts 

6. FB LGA - F Street Station (Preliminary Preferred Alternative) 

• Aerial station 

7. Palmdale 

o Reduces overall aerial structure footprint at approaches to station. With this 
reduction at the approaches, there is opportunity to move station platforms 
a marginal distance to the south, to better align with F Street. 

• Palmdale is an at grade station. It should also be noted that Xpress West is planning 
for a 1320 foot long platforms at Victorville and Las Vegas, so there would be a 
compatibility issue if we shortened the HSR platform to 700 feet. 

• Potentially reduce the number of pedestrian bridges from 4 to 2 but this would 
substantially reduce the amount of access provided across the corridor and to the 
station facilities. All other facilities and footprint would remain 

1 



8. Burbank 

• The shortened platform would not allow significant changes to the basic horizontal 
and vertical geometry. At Burbank, the cut and cover station on Option B would still 
be required. Cost savings for the basic infrastructure would be minimal. 

• For Burbank Option A, there would be incremental savings in ROW but may not be 
enough to reduce the number of parcels being impacted. 

• Potentially reduce the number of pedestrian bridges from 3 to 2 but you would 
substantially reduce the amount of access provided across the corridor and to the 
station facilities. All other facilities and footprint would remain. 

9. LAUS: 

• Platform alignment (horizontal and vertical) and location to remain the same from 
the south 

o Reduced ROW take (USPS) on the north side of the platform 
o Reduced impact to Metro Gold Line (light rail) 

10. Norwalk: 

• Platforms/track horizontal alignment to shift further to the south closer to existing 
tracks 

11. Fullerton 

o Similar impacts to existing ROW parcels but can potentially reduce ROW 
takes on both the north and south side of the proposed platform. 

• Same track/platform configuration- just shorter platform 
o Do not expect significant reduction in ROW impacts from the 1410' platform 

12. Anaheim 

• Same track/platform configuration- just shorter platform 
o Do not expect significant reduction in ROW impacts from the 1410' platform 

General Comments: 

• Reducing platform length 
o Does not allow future extension of the platform without significant impacts 
o May limit future ridership capacity especially within LA-Anaheim section 

depending on how HSR operates within the BNSF ROW 
o If shorter platforms are considered initially, should HSR still allow for the 

future extension of the platforms in the design and footprint by keeping the 
current layout 

2 



DRAFT, DELIBRITATIVE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

TRAIN CONSIST IMPACT ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ESTIMATE DRAFT, DELIBRITATIVE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

8/25/2016 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Phase 1 

Notes: 

Potential Cost 

STATION 
Reduction for 700' 

BASIC CONFIGURATOJN ASSUMPTIONS 
Platforms (million, 

2015$$) 

4 & King High Platform Upgrade $43 At-Grade Platform 
-

Millbrae Station Allowance $43 At-Grade Platform 

Merced Station $43 At-Grade Platform 

V2V SJ Diridon Platform Upgrade $47 Elevated Platform proposed 

V2V Gilroy Station $43 At-Grade Platform on embankment 

V2V Madera Acres Interim Station $30 At-Grade Platform 

V2V Fresno Station $47 1 At-Grade Platform 

V2V Poplar Ave. Interim Station $40 At-Grade Platform 

Bakersfield Station $47 Elevated Platform 
-

Palmdale Station $43 At-Grade Platform 

Burbank Station $65 Retained Cut Platform 

LA Union Station $47 At-Grade Platform within existing train yard 

Fullerton Station $47 At-Grade Platform in line with existing Metrolink Station 

Anaheim Station $47 At-Grade Platform at ARTIC 

Phase 1 Subtotal $632 

I V2V Savings $207 
I l 

Phase 1 without V2V Savings $425 

1. Cost reduction generally reflects prototypical construction impacts to three station types, At-Grade, Elevated, and Retained Cut based on the schematic layouts for a 1,410 ft and 700ft side platform station. 

These potential cost reductions are independent of the estimated cost for stations in the 2016 BP. 

2. Cost savings calculated using unit prices from 2012 Business Plan (3rd Qtr 2010$$) escalated to 2015$$ using ENR CCI index. 

3. Cost reductions reflect size reduction in side platform length from 1,410 LF to 700 LF along with an allowance for impacts to guideway, trackwork, ancillary facilities, systems and immediate site facilities 

within the general footprint ofthe station. Station support facilities (i.e. parking lot/garage, roadway modifications, etc.) are not included in the cost reduction. 

4. Cost reflect construction cost with contingency, including an allowance for Professional Services and Right-of-Way impacts. 

5. At the time of the 2016 BP SJ Diridon Station was identified as a Phase 1 station but for this exercise it is being included in Valley to Valley (V2V). 

6. At the time of the 2016 BP Fullerton Station was not included. 

7. The majority of future stations used in the 2016 BP were adopted from the 2012/14 Business Plans as there was no different design information available at the time the 2016 BP was published. 

·-
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